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Erotic Autonomy as Black Queer Future

Sliding down a pole to Hell is not the way most people imagine the end of their life.

However, hiding from memory-erasing drones at an underground sex party is not the way most

people imagine living their lives either. Lil Nas X and Janelle Monae in their music videos for

“MONTERO (Call Me By Your Name)” and “Screwed” showcase their own ideas for, and

participation within, citizenship in both present day and the afterlife. Through song lyrics,

narrative arc, and visual imagery, these artists position themselves outside of the normative

construction of humanity. Beginning with the work of Roderick Ferguson and M. Jacqui

Alexander, “MONTERO” and “Screwed” will be analyzed through the works of various Black

Feminist, Native Feminst, and Queer Theory theorists to showcase the ways in which Lil Nas X

and Janelle Monae offer religious and nationalistic alternatives for Black queer identity

formation.

I find it imperative to name that although neither of these artists are Native nor identify

with a traditional understanding of womanhood, Black Feminist and Native Feminist theory can

both be applied to their work. As Roderick Ferguson suggests in the introduction of Abberations

in Black Toward a Queer of Color Critique, to be Black is to already always be outside of the

normative gender binary. Using the narrative of the Black drag-queen prostitute at the beginning

of Marlon Riggs’ film Tongues Untied, Ferguson writes of her as a representative for larger

Black culture. The way that society engages with her is through “various economic and social
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formations,” and born out of “a range of alienations, each estrangement securing another: her

racial difference is inseparable from her sexual incongruity, her gender eccentricity, and her class

marginality” (Ferguson 1). As citizenship is created by and with heteronormativity as the

standard, to be Black and/or queer is to already always be outside of normative ideals

ofAmerican citizenship. As such, Ferguson writes “Moreover, the country of her birth will call

out to “the American people” and “never mean her or others like her” (Ferguson 1). Working

within the relationship and connections between Black Feminism, Native Feminism, and Queer

Theory is valuable as it through these interstices that an investigation about how “intersecting

racial, gender, and sexual practices antagonize and/or conspire with the normative investments of

nation-states and capital” can emerge (Ferguson 4). While this work is valuable, particularly to

those at the intersections of these identities, critiques against nation-states are not welcomed by

all. In understanding how although claiming to be a religiously-free country the United States’

social and cultural values are very much steeped in particular Euro-Christian ideals, the outrage

against Lil Nas X quickly molds itself into and onto broader conversations of religion as a tool to

create and regulate and citizen formation.

While Lil Nas X publicly came out during June of 2019 and has showcased his gender

expression in various music videos since, “MONTERO” is arguably his most explicit visual and

lyrical depiction of his gender presentation and sexuality as well as his self-acceptance of them.

The imagery that Lil Nas X created for his song caused a national conversation and sparked

many debates, due in large part to his absolute rejection of the Christian conceptions of heaven

and hell, moralilty and immorality, sex, love, relationships, and their functions within society. In

Black Feminist Thought by Patricia Hill Collins, M. Jacqui Alexander’s theory of erotic

autonomy is created in the context of the Bahamian state and speak directly to Black
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womanhood. Through a queer of color reading, Alexander’s theory will be extended to detail

how Lil Nas X employs both the theory and praxis of erotic autonomy through the embracing of

the controlling image of the “hoochie” throughout “MONTERO”. Erotic autonomy is most

simply defined as Black women’s sexual agency and has historically been threatening to a series

of social institutions that rely on white supremacy, and its corollaries heteropatriarchy and

heteronormativity, to be upheld. In particular, Collins identifies lesbians and prostitutes as two

groups of women who embody erotic autonomy and “have historically functioned as the major

symbols of threat [as] both sets of women reject the heterosexual nuclear family upon which so

many social institutions rely for meaning” (Collins 163). Both Alexander and Collins agrees that

in order for Black women to develop erotic autonomy, Black women must: 1) “reject the dual

stigma applied to Black heterosexual women as “hoochies” and to Black lesbians as sexual

deviants,” 2) “redefin[e] beauty in ways that include Black women,” and 3) “stress that

African-American women learn to see expressing love for one another as fundamental to

resisting oppression” (Collins 168-170). By representing all of the characters in the video, riding

down a stripper pole into hell, and additional acts, Lil Nas X employs a broadened erotic

autonomy to include all Black queer people in “MONTERO”.

In order to understand the demarcating of sexual deviancy onto sex workers and in

particular the stripper pole as well as the importance of Lil Nas X’s rejection of this stigma, one

must understand the history of these controlling images and narratives. The prostitute has

comrades and a history in its counterparts of the jezebel, whore, and “hoochie.” With the most

basic definition of this controlling image being “sexually assertive women who can be found

across social classes,” all three of these monikers refer to Black women who choose to perform
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and act on their sexualities for themselves, often outside of a God-ordained heterosexual

marriage with an appropriate suitor. Collins writes:

When it comes to women’s sexuality, the controlling image of jezebel and her hoochie
counterpart constitute one side of the normal/deviant binary. But broadening this binary
thinking that underpins intersecting oppressions of race, class, gender, and sexuality
reveals that heterosexuality is juxtaposed to homosexuality as its oppositional, different,
and inferior “other.” Within this wider oppositional difference, jezebel becomes the freak
on the border demarking heterosexuality from homosexuality. Her insatiable sexual
desire helps define the boundaries of normal sexuality. Just across the border stand
lesbian, bisexual, ans transgendered women who are deemed deviant in large part
because of their choices of sexual partners. (Collins 83)

While riding down the stripper pole into Hell, Lil Nas X is outfitted in only Calvin Klein

underwear and thigh high black leather pointed toe boots, a look and action that falls into the

definition of who a “club hoochie” person is: one who “wears sleazy clothes to clubs and

dance[s] in a “slutty” fashion (Collins, 82). With sex workers, particularly strippers who are

hypervisible in popular media, constantly being scrutinized and looked down upon throughout

society, Lil Nas X’s choice of this imagery is particularly poignant. As his character in the music

video begins to ascend into Heaven, he sees the pole next to him and makes the decision to

embrace whoreality and/or hoochieness and begins his descent into the societally unfavorable

landscape of hell. This outfit is also decidedly queer because of the body that is wearing it, as a

man in thigh high leather boots is certainly also outside of the normative construction of

cishetero masculinity. In acknowledging how “heterosexual and lesbian sexualities are both

stigmatized within an overarching heterosexism and how this dual stigmatization has long been

important in shoring up intersecting oppressions,” it is understood by both Alexander and Collins

that “the categories lesbian and prostitute now function together . . . as outlaw, operating outside

the boundaries of law and, therefore, poised to be disciplined and punished within it” (Collins

168, 163). Lil Nas X’s queerness can be momentarily representative for a Black queer sexuality

that is viewed as deviant percisely because it does not follow heteronormative standards.
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Through the rejection of the stigma applied to Black women who are inherently seen as

hypersexual as well as those who embrace sex work, X also rejects the stigma of queerness and

embraces both his sexuality and femininity.

Lil Nas X makes the second step towards erotic autonomy, redefining beauty to include

Black features, through holding himself as the standard of beauty. There are many characters in

“MONTERO” including: the main character, the “snake” of the Adam & Eve story who tempts

him, a colosseum full of assumed citizens, guards who take the main character to get stoned

because of his sexuality, and the Devil. Out of all that are listed here, the Devil is the only

character whose face does not appear, at first glance, to be X’s. The standard of beauty in

Montero is a visibly Black face, and while all of the characters in the video do not love the main

character, this fact is important. His engagement with the snake must also be highlighted, as it is

quite analogous to Collins’ writing that Black women must “hold up new “mirrors” to one

another that enable [them] to see and love one another for who [they] really are,” because when

they do, “new possibilities for empowerment via deep love can emerge” (Collins 168). While Lil

Nas X is only briefly seen with the snake in a sexual manner, they stand opposite each other for a

moment, as if they were mirroring each other. The main character deeming someone who looks

just like him as worthy enough to be sexually engaged with is a form of both empowerment and

love, especially for Lil Nas X as a creator who previously abhorrently denied his attraction to

men, and ultimately, to himself. In the opening frames of the music video, Lil Nas X states “In

life we hide the parts of ourselves we don’t want the world to see. We lock them away, we tell

them ‘no’. We banish them. But here, we don’t. Welcome to Montero” (Welsh). In alignment

with Alexander’s third step towards erotic autonomy, Lil Nas X as both the main character and

creator of the video chooses a different future for himself via the creation of Montero - a space
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where Black queer individuals will love themselves and each other in direct opposition to the

society that condemns them for their sexuality.

In addition to erotic autonomy, Josè Esteban Munoz’s reintroduction of disidentification

in Disidentifications Queers of Color and the Performance of Politics can also be read onto

“MONTERO”. Munoz asserts that disidentification is a space from which queer people of color

operate from in order to maintain safety, piece together new theories, and shift social

understandings. The basis for disidentification is Louis Aalthusser’s theory of subject formation

and interpellation which asserts that “ideology is an inescapable realm in which subjects are

called into being” as well as French linguist Michel Pecheux’s schema that details the three ways

in which a subject is created out of ideological practices (Munoz 11). Pecheux’s schema is

detailed as followed:

The first mode is understood as "identification," where a "Good Subject" chooses the
path of identification with discursive and ideological forms. "Bad Subjects" resist and
attempt to reject the images and identificatory sites offered by dominant ideology and
proceed to rebel, to "counteridentify" and turn against this symbolic system. The danger
that Pecheux sees in such an operation would be the counterdetermination that such a
system installs, a structure that validates the dominant ideology by reinforcing its
dominance through the controlled symmetry of "counterdeterrnination." Disidentification
is the third mode of dealing with dominant ideology, one that neither opts to assimilate
within such a structure nor strictly opposes it; rather, disidentification is a strategy that
works on and against dominant ideology." Instead of buckling under the pressures of
dominant ideology (identification, assimilation) or attempting to break free of its
inescapable sphere (counteridentification, utopianism), this "working on and against" is a
strategy that tries to transform a cultural logic from within, always laboring to enact
change while at-the same time valuing the importance of local or everyday struggles of
resistance. (Munoz 11)

In understanding Black queer people as those whose identities are ‘identities -in-difference,’

located “precisely the point where the discourses of essentialism and constructivism

short-circuit,” it is folks within this categorization that “use and are the fruits of a practice of

disidentificatory reception and performance” (Munoz 6). Lil Nas X’s “Montero” stands as a

piece of cultural production that rejects identification and counteridentification with religion’s
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opinions and subsequent violent actions in regards to non-normative sexualities and employs

disidentification instead. To disidentify is to act within and upon “a hermeneutic, a process of

production, and a mode of performance” (Munoz 25). Lil Nas X does not counteridentify with

Christianity’s concepts of heaven and hell nor does he identify with them in an attempt to give

them validity. Instead, he disidentifies with them and utilizes the pieces of these concepts that

work for him and reinvent the parts that do not. By choosing to go to Hell in all of its fire,

brimstone, and secular glory, and not as an alternatively imagined ‘not as bad’ or more flowery

or heaven-like space, Lil Nas X steps into a position of power and ownership of Hell that is

otherwise not afforded to him as Black queer person. Hell is supposed to regulate him to an

afterlife of eternal damnation and yet, he accepts the things that have sent him to Hell and says

instead: “so what”? He does not attempt to normalize sex work or queerness or to acheive a

status of righteousness, nor does he ignore or speak negatively of these and his own realities.

Instead, he participates in the “recycling and rethinking” of the encoded meaning of these

dichotomies, and “exposes the encoded message's universalizing and exclusionary machinations

and recircuits its workings to account for, include, and empower minority identities and

identifications” (Munoz 31). Lil Nas X makes the decision to go to hell and crown himself the

new leader of the underworld via the taking and putting on of the devil’s crown. These acts refute

Hell and the devil as the place and being that one should avoid at all costs, a “disempowered

politics or positionality that has been rendered unthinkable by the dominant culture” (Munoz 31).

This disempowered politic not only shifts conversation in dominant culture, it also has a huge

impact on non-dominant culture and the others of who are positioned within

“identities-in-difference”. Following in the footsteps of Lil Nas X and rejecting the

fear-mongering that is often coupled with teachings of Hell can become an internal method of
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survival for young queer Black folks. Instead of ignoring parts of who they are in order to

identify with church culture at large or spending the time and energy attempting to convince

these dominant discourses to include the existence of difference into their conversations, this

disidentification may open up the path for folks to reclaim their own individual power and

choose for themselves what their life and afterlife will look like.

While Lil Nas X utilizes erotic autonomy and disidentification to imagine a Black queer

afterlife, Janelle Monae employs these theories in her imagining of, and moving towards, a Black

queer future. Monae identifies as pansexual and views her relationship to gender as similar to

that of her beloved mentor and friend Prince whose famous lyrics state: “I’m not your woman /

I’m not your man / I am something / That you’ll never understand” (Sanders). Within Dirty

Computer, the artist’s third studio album that was released with an accompanying emotion

picture, Janelle Monae plays the main character of the narrative woven throughout the lyrics and

visual narrative. Her character is seen engaging in romantic and sexual relationships with both

men and women in a polyamorous fashion throughout the film. As the fifth song of the album,

“Screwed” employs erotic autonomy in the creation of and pushback against a dystopian world

wherein Black queer people must hide from an authortorian government that seeks to wipe the

memory of individuals who are deemed ‘dirty computers’. The music video for the song opens

with Monae and a group of friends, including her two lovers, waking up on a rooftop after a

night of partying. After observing a surveillance drone approaching in the sky, the group scurries

into a graffitied abandoned building as the opening notes of the song begin to play. Similar to

“MONTERO,” the video for “Screwed” redefines standards of beauty to include Black features

via showcasing only Black people as the main and supporting characters of the video. As her

friends and lovers within the storyline, Monae made a pointed casting decision to depict a variety
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of Black people within this production. This is even more important when understanding this

decision in the context of the story, as these characters are the undesirables of society. However,

they are desired with each other and by Monae - these are the people with which she participates

in community with, whom she navigates fugitivity with, finds love and beauty within, and whose

lives she views as valuable of saving from the hunters that capture one of her loves at the end of

the video.

Although Monae does not identify as heterosexual or within the gender binary, she still

rejects the stigma of sexual deviancy applied to both Black heterosexual women and lesbians by

centering her bisexual polyamourous relationship in the overarching album’s narrative and this

song’s video. Through embracing an openness in and around her sexuality Monae decides to

choose what, and who, makes her feel loved and pushes back against assimilation into societal

ideals for what a good person is supposed to be. She stresses that this mutual love amongst Black

queer people is important, even in the midst of the end of the world. In the pre-chorus she sings:

“And I, I, I, I hear the sirens calling / And the bombs are falling in the streets / We’re all screwed

/ And ah, ah, ah, it’s your birthday baby / But we go sex crazy / But we feel so screwed”

(Genius). Despite the impending end of the world, celebrating her love’s birthday is important.

So much so that this group of people choose to risk their safety in order to surround that

character with intra-community love, care, and sex. During a time filled with intesnse fear,

violence, and instability, Monae makes a powerful suggestion that sex and community

interaction amongst queer Black people is what reproduces the levels of comfort, human

connection, and joy that is traditionally associated with celebrating life milestones such as

birthdays. In this sense, the party space in addition to sex as modes of valuing Black joy and
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human-ness amidst destruction becomes an act of resistance and a space from which to build

power against the systems and government that is oppressing them.

The enactment of erotic autonomy within “Screwed” goes hand in hand with the

disidentification that Monae also participates in as a mode of survival. During the music video,

Monae and the other party goers watch a film montage of fire, riots, and rockets room amidst

their party - one that is happening amidst a world within which Black and queer people are

surveilled and hunted for mental reconfiguration. Despite this apocalyptic status of the world,

Monae sings that she “lives [her] life on birth control” and that she wants to “go sex crazy” in

various places, ways, and times. Rather than viewing sex as a cause for this destruction or

heteronormativity as the solution for it, this artist asserts that queer sex is both a viable outlet to

escape from the violence and despair of the world and a tool that can be used to rectify the harms

of those who have been in power. The chorus of the song states: “Let’s get screwed / I don’t care

/ You fucked the world up now, we’ll fuck it all back down / Let’s get, let’s get screwed / I, I

don’t care / We’ll put water in your guns / We’ll do it all for fun / Let’s get screwed” (Genius). In

this context, the words screwed and fuck are used as double entendres in this song as both sexual

innuendo and to describe the negative state of the world. The powers at be have messed up the

world so much so that it is “fucked up” with bombs dropping from the sky, guns and violence in

abundance, and other circumstances that are detailed in the outro of the song:

Hundred men telling me cover up my areolas
While they blocking equal pay, sippin' on they Coca Colas (oh)
Fake news, fake boobs, fake food—what's real?
Still in The Matrix eatin' on the blue pills (oh)
The devil met with Russia and they just made a deal
We was marching through the street, they were blocking every bill (oh)
I'm tired of hoteps tryna tell me how to feel
For real (Genius)
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What is suggested here is that our current world circumstances mirror that of those within the

music video, and that it is also Monae who has a responsibility to “fuck the world back down”.

This restoration of the world could also be seen as a “fuck up” by those who are in power and

would disagree with whatever changes that Monae or her character may propose. Being screwed

is supposed to regulate the story’s character and their community to a space of marginalization

and loss of power. In thinking about the lyrics: “everything is sex / except sex, which is power /

you know power is just sex / now ask yourself who’s screwing you,” Monae takes the

denigrative view of being screwed and asks how viewing sex as a well of power can be used to

fully realize injustices and eventually create a space within which all “dirty computers” can live

freely (Genius). They are meant to be screwed, not screw, and submit to their circumstances as a

second class being hunted only saved through their participation in sexual acts that do not cross

the boundaries of heteropatriarchal sexuality, which their queerness and non-monogamy both do.

However, Monae disidentifies with this understanding of sex and national power relations, and

citizenship, and employes erotic autonomy via the offering of sex in and of itself as a political act

to reclaim bodily autonomy, kinship, and a sense of self. The erotic autonomy and

disidentification that Janelle Monae employs serves as a reconstruction of an American

citizenship that views queer sex as a powerful act with world-saving potential.

With the powerful messages that these artists are sending towards their listeners and

viewers, the themes that they work through to do so is also an important point of analysis. For Lil

Nas X, he uses religion to showcase his acceptance of his gender and sexuality as someone who

will never, to certain people, be a good Christian during life in order to receive the benefits of

death. For Janelle Monae, she uses an alternative view of national citizenship through which to

showcase her belief that sexuality as identity and sex as an act have interpersonal and structural
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restorative power despite its condemnation by those who define what citizenship is.

In both cases of national citizenship and religious affiliation there are standardized ideals of what

it means to be accepted within them. Ferguson writes that “The universality of the citizen exists

in opposition to the intersecting particularities that account for material existence, particularities

of race, gender, class, and sexuality” (Ferguson 12). For individuals such as Lil Nas X and

Janelle Monae whose lives are representative of “the particularities that constitute

nonheteronormative racial formations,” they exist in opposition to universality which denies

them all rights to citizenship because “the citizen is a racialized emblem of heteronormativity

whose universality exists at the expense of particularities of race, gender, and sexuality”

(Ferguson 12). Both artists recognize this. When thinking about what constitutes citizenship

within America, particular forms of Christianity and allegiance to the state are both important

tenets. The state serves as a mode of surveillance and regulation during the material existence of

multiply marginalized peoples, and Christianity can serve similarly in the after-life. For these

artists to go against these two tenets of citizenship through gender and sexuality suggests that

they have an astute awareness of the ways in which their bodies and practices are feared and thus

regulated by the state. They are also aware of the ways in which self-created freedom is

necessary across temporality, and that it is imperative to secure freedom in both the present, the

future, and the after-time. Both also express a responsibility to not uphold or participate within

the systems that are oppressing them in the worlds that they are currently within. Through their

audio and visual cultural productions, both of these artists align themselves with a history of

“African American culture [that] materially and discursively registers gender and sexual

heterogeneity of African American racial formations as critiques of the contradictions of state

and capital and the regulations of canonical sociology” (Ferguson 23). Monae felt compelled to
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fuck the world back down and Lil Nas X felt compelled to detail Montero - both forms of

world-making that work from expressive and open gender performance and sexuality practices as

the basis of indivudal and collective power and freedom.

The rejection of American religion and patriotism in the living and post-mortem world

done by these artists is particularly important as it serves as a conduit through which to connect

Black Feminism and Queeer Theory to an important Native Feminist ideology. At the end of

“MONTERO,” Lil Nas X kills the devil, takes its horns, sprouts wings and has a change in eye

color to suggest that he has become the new ruler of Hell. This imagery is particularly powerful

as it continues to assert erotic autonomy, rejects the fear of Hell and all that is attached to it often

associated with European Christian religions, and embraces the “other” by becoming a

non-human to live with his own understanding of power and autonomy. Similarly, Monae and

her counterparts’ explicit expression of their sexuality and their constant navigation of fugitivity

to remain dirty computers suggests an embracing of the “other” positionality. Collins writes, “as

the “Others” of society who can never really belong, strangers threaten the moral and social

order. But they are simultaneously essential for its survival because those individuals who stand

at the margins of society clarify its boundaries” (Black Feminst Thought 70). This resonates for

“Screwed” in particular, where the existence of those with identities-in-difference are seen so

much as a threat that they are hunted in order to erase what it means to be themselves. Further

along in Monae’s project are images reminiscent of the abhorrent reality of queer conversion

camps, which stands as a testament to the level of threat that marginalized commuities pose to

violent hegemonic powers. Lil Nas X and Janelle Monae not only push against this moral and

social order in their music and music videos, but decide to do away with participating withem

them all together. In “Decolonizing Feminism: Challenging Connections between Settler
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Colonialism and Heteropatriarchy,” Maile Arvin, Eve Tuck and Angie Morrill discuss the effects

on and relationship between settler colonialism, heteropatriarchy, and feminism, and assert that

Native Feminism cannot be seen as a ‘margin’ voice of feminism writ large as the subjugation

and colonization of Native people and theories that Native feminists have created in turn have

been the foundation or what has been possible for mainstream feminists to achieve. These

authors state that “achieving substantial independence from a Western nation- state -

independence decided on their own terms” is a central goal of the project of Native Feminism,

and that “by being included (whether by choice, coercion, or force) in whiteness, a wide array of

Indigenous peoples, people of color, and queer communities are given the "opportunity" to take

part in the settling processes that dispossess just such "other-ed" peoples globally” (Arvin, Tuck,

Morrill 10). As the main character of their video’s storyline, Lil Nas X and Janelle Monae reject

whiteness, heterosexuality, and other hegemonic systems of oppression in order to free

themselves. As the artists and creators of these music video, these artists depicts their individual

stories of choosing the lives that they want in order to free others, effectively beginning to

demolish the social order that Collins writes needs his participation in to survive and not partake

in the Arvin et al.’s description of the dispossession of other Othered people.

“MONTERO (Call Me By Your Name)” and “Screwed” are important pieces of art that

speak to identity formation, self-love, and imaginative futures for Black queer people where they

choose themselves and their happiness over the rules of the Eurocentric society constructed in

opposition to their existence. The articulation of erotic autonomy and disidentification through

these music videos in connection with Native Feminism is only the beginning of what I hope will

be an extended argument that will analyze the connection between the sex worker and the queer

within these disciplines. As those who face the surveillance and violence that is attached with the
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Black experience within colonial states and therefore must navigate additional levels of

fugitivity, sex workers and those within the queer community have valuable contributions

towards the knowledge production aimed at achieving Black liberation. When understanding

how Black culture and music makes up the bulk of American and global culture and its shifts, the

pushing back against hegemonic systems of power through fairly accessible and digestible music

and media, the question of what is Black cultural production’s role in the global struggle for

freedom also emerges. This argument has potential for further interrogation particularly through

AfroFuturist and Queer Theory, as well as additional Black and Native Feminist Theory. Lil Nas

X and Janelle Monae have created pieces of popular media that can truly serve as starting points

for marginalized individuals and communities to understand the hegemonic structures that they

live within, and then begin to move outside of them in order to not further the dispossession of

themselves and others.
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